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ABSTRACT
In the first part of this paper a number of questions 1.s considered
concerning some particular categories of topological transformation groups
(ttg's). In addition to results which are interesting from the point of
view of category theory, some important "classical" problems and techniques
are mentioned which appear in a natural way from simple categorical considerations. The second part of this paper is connected with the particular
problem of embedding ttg's in certain systems consisting of groups of linear
operators acting on topological vector spaces. The solutions of this problem
can be given without categorical methods. However, in placing the problem
and its solutions into a categorical setting, some interesting categories
naturally arise.

KEY WORDS & PHRASES: topological transformation group, category theory,

equivariant embedding, groups of linear operators.

This paper is not for review; it is meant to be published elsewhere.

1 • INTRODUCTION

The theory of topological transformation groups (ttg's) forms a fascinating and comprehensive realm i2 the world of mathematics, bordering on
the domains of abstract harmonic analysis, ergodic theory, geometry, differential equations and topology, In this talk I cannot give you even a
flavour of the subject. Instead, I would like to discuss certain categories

of ttg's. I shall use category theory in a rather "naive" way. Some categories of ttg's will be defined and investigated. In this context, the categories

TOPGRP

(all topological groups and continuous homomorphisms) and

TOP

(all topological spaces and continuous functions) will be regarded as
"known", and.most questions will be reduced to questions about these categories. In the attempt to do so, some ,:classical" problems and techniques
appear in a natural way. This shows that these problems are interesting,
not only because they turned out to be so in the development of the subject
(by "accident"), but also from the more "intrinsic" point of view of category theory. However, the solutions of these problems have been given independently of category theory. On the other hand, attempts to place certain
problems and their solutions into- a categorical setting can be very illuminating, and may require the definition of interesting new categories.
This will be illustrated when we consider the problem of embedding arbitrary
ttg's in linear ttg's.
Let me first recall some definitions. A topoZog·ical transformation

group (ttg) is a system <G,X,TI> in which G is a topological group (the

phase grcup), X is a topologice.1 spac~ ( the ph,ase spcwe) and TI ( the ac::--ion
of G on X) is a continuous function, TI: G x X

TI(e,x)

=

x; TI(s,w(t,x))

=

TI(st,x)

•

X, such that

2
for every x EX ands, t E G (e denotes the unit of any group under consideration). A ttg with phase group G is often called a G-space. If rr is
an action of G on X, continuous mappings rrt: X • X and rr : G • X can be
X

defined by
1T

X

t

fort E G and~ EX. Plainly, each rrt is an autohomeomorphism of X, and
the mapping

n:

t1-+ rrt is a homomorphism of the underlying group of G into

the full homeomorphism group H(X) of X. The closure of the group n[GJ in

~ is a semigroup (with composition of mappings as multiplication), called
the enveZoping semigroup of <G,X,rr>. For x EX, the subset rr [G] of Xis
X
called the orbit of x under G. The orbits form a partition of X. The corresponding quotient space and quotient mapping are denoted by X/C

1T

and

c: X • X/C , respectively.
1T

1T

We give here a few examples of ttg's • In all cases, G denotes a topological group, and A: G x G + G its multiplication.

(i)
(ii)

G

For every topological space X, define µX :=Ax IX: G x G x X + G x X.
G .
h
Ten
<G,Gx X,µx> is a ttg.
If His a subgroup of G then G acts on the space G/H of left cosets
by means of an action rr, defined by rrt(sH) := tsH, s,tEG •

(iii)

If Y is a topological space then a mapping

p:

G

x

CC (G,Y)

+

CC (G,Y)

can be defined by ptf(s) := f(st), s,tEG, fE C(G,Y) • If G is locally compact, then pis continuous, and <G,Cc(G,Y),p> is a ttg.
(v)

Similarly, a ttg <G,Lp(G),t> can be defined if G is locally compact
and I~ p <~.Here 1P(G) is the usual space of measurable functions
whose p-th power is integrable with respect to the right Haar measure

(vi)

on G.
If f is a sufficiently nice Rn -valued function on an open domain !ii
in Rn,

then the autonomous differential equation

an action of R on

Q

x

=

f(x) defines

such that the orbits are just the solution

curves. (Due to this example, action3 of R on arbitrary spaces are
often called flows.)
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We cannot go into details here about the application of ttg's. Originafrom differential geometry (the work of S. LIE on ncontinuous groups")
there is the theory of Lie groups and their actions, including work of

HILBERT, BROUWER, CARTAN and WEYL, to mention only a few names from the
classical period. Introductions into these areas can be found in [29] or

[9]. For applications in harmonic analysis, see for instance [40]. Related
is the theory of fibre bundles.
Ttg's are also studied in Topological Dynamics. This field of research
grew from classical dynamics a~d the qualitative theory of differential
equations in an attempt to prove theorems about stability, recurrence,
asymptoticity, etc. by purely topological means, whenever pcssible. The
~

most notable early work was by H. POINCARE and G.D. BIRKHOFF. A large body
of results for flows which are of interest for classical dynamics has been
developed since that time, without reference to the fact that the flows
arise from differential equations. Later, results were extended to general
ttg's. A landmark in this development towards abstraction is the book [19];
a more recent introduction is [16]. Here the link between ttg's and dynamics is not so clear for a non-specialist. More closely related to differential equations are books like [8] or [21]. Also in some books on differential equations one can find results on flows. See for instance [31] or

· [25]*). These theories are
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localn, in the sense. that questions are asked

like "what does thew-limit set look like? 11 ; "what happens in the neighbourhood of a fixed point? 11 ; etc. Related are the "global" theories of SMALE
and others, where the object of study is vector fields on manifolds. For
an introduction, see [2], and for applications, [l].
In the development of the theory of ttg's an important role has been
played by the quotient mapping c : X • X/C
'lT

'lT

for a ttg <G,X,TI>. Let me for-

mulate here two related problems:

(i)

If G is compact, then c

'lT

is a perfect mapping, and there exists a

nice relationship between the topological properties of X and X/C .
'lT

In this context, also the normalized Haar measure of G can be used.

~)

F o ,.~ f 10'.•JS

1.' n

1
1
-I_7 J .
t h e pane,
see a~so
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For which ttg's with a non-compact phase group does there exist such
a nice relationship? Paracompactness of X/C ,r turns out to be of particular interest.
(ii)

A (global) aontinuous aross-seation of a ttg <G,X,ir> is a pair (S,T)
with S s X and T: X +~a continuous function such that, for every

x EX, T(x) is the unique element of G for which ir(T(x),x) ES. It is
easily seen that <G,X,ir> has a continuous cross-section iff it is
isomorphic as a G-space with <G,GxY,µ~> for some space Y. In that
case, Y, Sand X/C ,r are homeomorphic.
The question of which ttg's
.
have such a global continuous cross-section is important, not only
in abstract theories, but also in the study of flows ("which flows
are paraZZeZizabZe?").
These two problems are also related to general questions in Topological
Dynamics, dealing with the structure of orbit closures. See e.g. [22].
Concerning the relationship between (i) and (ii), we confine ourselves to
the remark that in order to prove that certain ttg's have a global continuous cross-section one usually shows first the existence of local continuous cross-sectio~s; then, using nice properties of X/C ,r and G, these are
pasted together to a global one. Cf. for instance [34], [27], [22] and the
references given there.
A number of solutions of the following problem use also the existence
of local cross-sections for certain ttg's. The problem is
(iii)

Which ttg 1 s <G,X,ir> can be embedded in a topological vector space V,
or even in a Hilbert space, in such a way that the ,rt's become re£trictions of invertible linear operators pt, t E G, such that
<G,V,p> is a ttg.

For flows, see for example (the proof of) BEBUTOV's theorem and generalizations thereof in [30], [26] or [23]. For actions of Lie groups G and embeddings in Hilbert G-spaces using the method of local cross-sections (or,
more general, of slices), see [33] and the references given there. We shall
return to problem (iii) in the last part of this paper. First, I shall indicate why problems (i) and (ii) are also interesting from a categorical
point of view.
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2. THE CATEGORY

TTG

2.1. A morphism of ttg's from <G,X,ir> to <H,Y,o> is a morphism
(w,f): (G,X)

•

(H,Y) in the category
G

X

X

1T

Nl
H

X

TOPGRP x TOP for which the diagram
X

l

f

y

y

a
.
<ijl,f>: <G,X,,r> + <H,Y,o>. Here, f will be called a
Notat~on:
w-equivariant mapping; an lG-equivariant mapping will just be called equiv-

commutes.

*)

ariant.

Let

TTG denote the category having the class of all ttg's as its ob-

ject class (also ttg's with an empty phase space are admitted). The morphisms in

TTG are the above defined morphisms of ttg's, with coordinate-

wise composition.
2.2. Important for the investigation of the category

TTG are the following

forgetful functors, whose obvious definitions we leave to the reader:

K: TTG-+ TOPGRP X TOP;
G: TTG-+ TOPGRP;
S: TTG-+ TOP.
These functors forget all about _actions, so they cannot be expected to
reveal much about the "internal" structure of ttg's. In this respect, the
following functor may be expected to be more useful:

S1 : TTG

-+

TOP.

It is defined in the following way. For an object <G,X,ir> in

TTG, set

S1<G,X,n>: = X/C,r, the orbit space of <G,X,n>. If <ijl,f>: <G,X,n>

•

<H,Y,cr>

*) The products here are ordinary cartesian products, i.e. products in the

category TOP. Iu i:.his context, we.shall consider TOPGRP just as a subcategory of TOP, and we shall always suppress the corresponding inclusion
functor.
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is a morphism in

TTG, then f maps each orbit of X into an orbit of Y, hence

there is a unique continuous function f': X/C ,r

Y/C cr such that f'

•

c ,r =

0

c0 of. Now set S 1<w,f>: = f'.
2.3. THEOREM. The functor

TTG is complete, and

K: TTG. • TOPGRP

x

TOP is mona.dic. Consequently,

K preserves and reflects all limits and all monomor-

phisms.
PROOF. Let C: = TOPGRP x TOP, and. define a functor H: C • C by means of
the assignments
H· f(G,X) ~ (G,GxX)
. lc~,f) M (~,~xf)

on objects;
on morphisms.

Some straightforward arguments show that by

(G,X) any object in

C, two natural transformations
2

andµ: H

•

H

G

G

·

are defined. Here nx(x): = (e,x) and µX(s,(t,x)): = (st,x) for s, t

E

G

and x EX. It is easily verified that the triple (H,n,µ) satisfies the definition of a monad (cf.[28], Chap.VI). The algebras over this monad are
easily seen to be the systems ((G,X), (~,ir)) with (G,X) an object in C,
w = lG, and ir: G x X • X a morphism in

TOP making the diagrams

G

JG

nx

X

X

,r

t
X

connnutative, i.e.

,r

G

X

(G

G

µx

G

X ,r

XX)

G

l

XX

l
,r

X

1T

X

is an action of G on·x. So the algebras over (H,~,µ)

can unambiguously be identified with objects in

TTG. In doing so, the mor-

X
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phisms between such algebras become morphisms in TTG, and the category of
all algebras over (H,n,µ) turns out to be isomorphic (can be identified
with) TTG.In making this identification, K corresponds to the forgetful
functor of this category of algebras to C; this is equivalent to saying
that K is monadic.
Now the remaining statements in the theorem are a direct consequence
of the general theory of monads (cf.[28], Chap.VI).

2.4. COROLLARY. The functor K:,TTG

~

D

TOPGRP x TOP has a left adjoint F,

defined by the rules
G

(G,X) 1--+ <G,GxX,µX>
{
F: (1/J,f) 1-+ <1/J,1/Jxf>

on objectl!;
on morphisms.

PROOF. Either by the theory of monads, using the identification of

TTG with

the category of algebras over (H,n,µ) as indicated in the proof of 2.3, or
by a direct argument, showing that for every object (G,X) in

TOPGRP x TOP

the arrow
n(G,X) : (G,X) _ _ _.,._ (G,GxX)
has the desired universal property.

D

2.5. The unit of the adjunction of F and K is the natural transformation n
(cf. also the proof of 2.4); the counit is given by the arrows
~

G

<G,X,ir> : <G ,GxX, µX> _

<G,X,rr>
G

in TTG. Therefore, we may call the objects <G,GxX,µX> in

TTG free ttg's

(compare [24], p.231). This terminology can cause some confusion, because
usually a ttg <G,X,ir> is called free if ,rtx = x for some x EX implies
t = e; we shall use the term strongly effective for this notion. It is obvious that a free ttg is strongly effective, but the converse is not generally true; a well-known class of counterexamples is provided by groups G
" 1

hich are subgroups of topological groups X such that the quotient ma.pping

of H onto the space of right cosets does not admit a continuous section
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(let G act on X by left translations). The free ttg's are plainly just the

ttg 's which hai'Je a continuous global cross-section.
There is yet another way in which we arrive at the need of characterizing ttg's with continuous global cross-sections. Indeed, as in any adjoint situation, we have not only a monad, but also a comonad which is defined by the adjunction

(F,K,n,1;). Thus, in TTG, we have the comonad

(FK,t,;,FnK).
2.6. THEOREM. '."f!he coalgebras for the comonad

(FK,t,;,FnK) in TTG are the sys-

tems (<G,X,1r>,(S,u)) with (S,uJ a continuous cross-section of <G,X,1r>. The
morphisms of coaZgebras from (<G,X,1r>,(S,u)) to (<H,Y,cr>,(T,v)) are the
morphisms <i/J,f:>: <G,X,1r> + <H,Y,cr> in TTG with f[SJ ST.
PROOF. Straightforward. For details, cf. [39], p. 92.

D

2.7. As is well-known, comonads give rise to a cohomology theory (see e.g.
[28], Chap.VIL,§6). It would be interesting to investigate how this can be
used with respect to the above mentioned comonad, (if not in

TTG, then re-

stricted to a suitable subcategory).
2.8. We shall show now that the category

TTG is cocornplete, buc that the

functor K does not have nice preservation properties for colirnits. In view
of Beck's theorem (cf.[28], p.147) and theorem 2.3 above, certain coequalizers are preserved by

K. An example where K does not preserve the coequal-

izer will be given in 2.13 below. The bad behaviour of K with respect to
colimits is due to the functor S. Indeed, we have the following results:
2.9. LEMHA. The functor

G: TTG

+

TOPGRP has a right adjoint. Hence it pre-

serves aU coi1:mits and, aU epimorphisms.
2.10. LEMMA. The functor S1 :

TTG

+

TOP has a right adjoint. Hence it pre-

serves aU coUmits and, aU epimorphisms.
2.11. COROLLARY.

au epimorphismB.

The functor K: TTG

•

+

•

TOPGRP

x

TOP preserves and reflects
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PROOF. Reflection: K is faithful.
Preservation: If <~,f>: <G,X 1 n> + <H 1 Y,a> is epic in TTG, then by 2.9 1

~

is

a surjection.. Hence f maps each orbit of X onto some orbit in Y. By 2.10,

S 1f maps X/CTI onto Y/C 0 • Combining these results it follows easily that f
is a surjection.

0

2.12. The category TOPGRP x TOP is well-powered and co-(well-powered).
Since the functor K preserves all monomorphisms and all epirnorphisms, the

category TTG is weU-powered and co-(weU-powered) as well. In addition,
TTG is complete. Hence theorem 23.11 in [24] implies that the category TTG
has all coequalizers.

2.13. EXAMPLE, Let <G,Y,cr> be a ttg. Call an equivalence relation X in Y
invariant if, considered as a subset of Y x Y, it is invariant under the
coordinate-wise action TI of G on Y x Y. In order to obtain an example which
shows that the functor K (or rather, the functor S) does not preserve coequalizers, it is sufficient to construct a ttg <G,Y,cr> and an invariant
equivalence relation X in Y such that there exists no continuous action of
G on Y/X making the quotient mapping g: Y + Y/X equivariant.
To this end, take G: = Q, the additive group of the rationals,
Y: = Q x ([0,1] x N ), and X: = ~Q x R, where~~ is the diagonal in~ x Q
and R is the equivalence relation in [O, 1] x N obtained by identifying
all points (O,n), n

E:

N, with each other. If we consider the action

µ~[O,l]x:N of~ on Y = ~ x ([O,l] x N), then the equivalence relation
X in Y is invariant, and there is only one candidate r;; for an action of Q
on Y/X which makes the quotient mapping g: Y • Y/X equivariant. Now continuity of r;;:

~

x (Y/X)

•

Y/X can easily be seen to imply the equality of the

following two topologies on Y/X: (i) the quotient topology induced by g and
(ii) the product topology obtained by identifying Y/X with~ x (([0,1 J x N)/R),

where ([O,l]xN )/R has its usual quotient topology. It can be seen, ho~..rever,
that these 1CTvo topologies do not coincide. For details, cf. [39], 3.4.4.
2.14. The easiest way to prove that 1TG is cocomplete is by invoking theorem

23.13 in [24]. First, we recall some definitions. An epi-sink in a category X
is a family {fi: Xi+ X}id of morphisms in X such that for every pair of

JO

morphisms g, h: X +Yin X the condition gf; = hf. for all i EI implies
1

1

g = h. The category Xis called strongly co-(well-powered) if for every
set-indexed family {X. : i EI} of objects there is at most a set of objects
1

X in X for which there exists an epi-sink {f.: X;- + X}. I. The theorem re1

1

1E

ferred to above reads as follows:.

If the category Xis complete and well-powered, then the following
are equivalent:
(i) Xis strongly co-(well-powered);
(ii) Xis cocomplete and ao-(~ell-powered).
Observe that the categories

TOPGRP and TOP are complete and well-pow-

ered, and that they satisfy condition (ii). Hence these categories are
strongly co-(well-powered). We shall use this in proving the following

2.15. LEMMA. The category TTG is strongly co-(well-powered).
PROOF. Let {<tj,. ,f.>: <G. ,X. ,rr.>
1

1

1

1

1

-+

<G,X,rr>.}. I be a set-indexed epi-sin.k in
1€

TTG. Since left adjoints preserve epi-sinks, if follows from 2.9 that
{w.:
G. + G}. 1 is an epi-sink in TOPGRP. This allows G only to be taken
1
1
1€ .
from a set of possible topological groups. Similarly, 2.10 implies that

{S 1f.:
X./C
+ X/C }. I is an epi-sink in TOP, leaving for X/C only a
1
l.
'TT.
'TT l.€
'TT
set of possi6ilities. Plainly, card(X) ~ card(G).card (X/C ), hence there
'TT

is at most a set of possibilities for X. Finally, for each G and each X
there is only a set of actions of G on X. So there is at most a set of objects in

TTG from which <G,X,,r> can be taken. 0

2.16. THEOREM. The category TTG is aocomplete.
PROOF. Clear from 2.14 and 2.15.

D

2.17. In [39], a different proof of the cocompleteness of TTG is given,
using a technique which is a generalization of the construction of a "canonical" extension of the action of a subgroup to an action of the whole
group. It is also related to the construction of "induced representations".
Both techniques ere very important in the theory of actions of ccopact
groups. See [9] and [40]. The methods, used in [39] also indicate how exam-

II

ples can be constructed which show that K does not preserve all coproducts.

3. SUBCATEGORIES OF

TTG

A and B denote subcategories of TOPGRP and TOP, respectively, and
set X: = K+[A x BJ. Then Xis a subcategory of TTG. The restrictions and
corestrictions of the functors K,G and Swill be denoted by the same symbols; so we have K: X • Ax B, G: X + A and S: X + B.
3.1. Let

3.2. If one wants to show that

K: X +Ax Bis monadic using the same meth-

ods as in 2.3, one has to require, among others, that G

x

Xis an object in

8 for every object (G,X) in Ax 8. This condition appears to be rather
harmless at first sight. However, a large portion cf Topological Dynamics
deals with actions of discrete groups on compact Hausdorff spaces (cf.[16]).
So one might try to apply category theory in this field by taking

8:

=

COMP

(the category of all compact Hausdorff spaces) and A a category having discrete groups as objects. Then the above condition is only fulfilled if the
objects of A are all finite. For Topological Dynamics, the restriction to
finite groups is unacceptable. For other parts of the theory of ttg's, actions of finite groups on compact spaces is very important: it is one of
the corner stones of the general theory of actions of compact Lie groups
(cf.[29J, p.222).
Although monadicity of the functor K: X +Ax B may be unattractive
in view of practical purposes, Kand

X do have nice properties under rather

mild conditions. The proofs of the following propositions can be found in
[39], section 4.

TOP preserves
aii limits. Then the functor K: X +Ax B creates aZZ Zimits. Hence, if A
and Bare complete, then so is X, and alZ limits and monomor-phisms are pre3.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that the lncZusion functor of B into

served and refZected by K.

•

3.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose B -is a fuU subcategory of

TOP. If eithe1.• AS B

or Bis productive and cfosed hereditary, then K preserves and reflects
monomor-phisms. •

Bw1..10THEEK MATHEMAT!SCH CENTRUM
--AMSTERDAM--
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3.5. If one wants to show that Xis cocomplete or that

K: X +Ax B pre-

TTG cannot be adapted to
the present situation, unless the restricted functor S1 : X + TOP actually
sends X into B. So this brings us directly to the first problem, mentioned
serves epimorphisms, then the proofs given for

in section 1. In addition, something must be known about the epimorphisms
in

A.
Although the question of which nice properties of the phase space of

a ttg are inherited by the orbit space (and under what circumstances!) is
very interesting, the following proposition avoids this problem (for details,
cf.[39], section 4).
3.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that the foZZou>ing conditions are fuZfiZZed:

(i) Epimorphisms in A have dense ranges;
(ii) Bis a fuZZ subcategory of

HAUS, having a terminal object;

If Y is an object in Band A is a closed subset of Y, then YUAY is
in B.
Then the functor K: X +Ax B preserves and reflects epimorphisms. •
(iii)

3.7. The conditions (ii) and (iii) are rather mild. Yet the above proposition
is of restricted applicability, because of condition (i). Indeed, it is
still unknown to me whether the category
It is known, however, that

HAUSGRP satisfies condition (i).

COMPGRP does! Of course, the preceding proposi-

tion can also be applied to the very important case (which we neglected
untill now) that the category A has only one object, a fixed topological
group G, and only one morphism, namely IG. In that case, the category X
will be denoted BG (the category_of all G-spaces with phase space in

B).

3.8. I want to make now a few remarks concerning reflective subcategories
of

TTG~ I shall restrict myself to the question of the "preservation of

reflections" by the functor K for only one particular case. In view of the
following lerrnna, it is the functor S which causes difficulties.

X:

+

K [Ax BJ is a reflective subcategory of TTG
a;r,il__ that B has a final object. Then A. is a reflective subcategory of TOPGRP.
In addition., if <G,X,IT> is an object in TTG and
3.9. LEMMA. Suppose that

=

13

<G,X,TT>

<H,Y,a>

•

is its reflection into X, then

ip: G •

His a reflection of G into A.

PROOF. This is a consequence of the fact that under rather mild conditions

a functor having a right adjoint (c.q. the functor G) preserves reflections,
For a different proof, see [39], p. 133.

D

3.10. It is not difficult to show that K+ [COMPGRP
subcategory of

TTG.

x

COMP] is

a reflective

So by the preceding lemma, the reflection of an object

<G,X,n> of 1TG into this subcategory has the form
<G,X,n>
where aG: G

•

•

C

<G ,Y,o>,

Geis the Bohr compactification of G. In general, f: X

is not the reflection of X into

+

Y

COMP. In fact, there are examples which

show that Y can be a one-point space even if Xis a non-trivial compact
Hausdorff space. The problem whether Y is trivial or not has been important
in Topological Dynamics, and is related to many interesting questions. This
follows from the following observation (cf.[39], p.141):

Using the above notation w-ith X a compact Hausdorff space., the morphism

a

wher-e a (t,y): = a(a(t) ,y), (t,y)
uous factor- of <G,X,TT>,

E

G x Y,

-is just the maximal equicontin-

For definitions and results concerning maximal equicontinuous factors,
cf. [17], [18] and [35].
3.11, Using the notation explained in 3,7, it is not difficult to show that

COMPG is a reflective subcategory of TOPG, for any topological group G.
G
Let the reflection of the G-space <G 1 X,n> into COMP be denoted by
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If G is discrete, k: X + Z is just the reflection of X into COMP. There
are examples which show that for non-discrete groups (e.g. G=R) k: X + Z
may be not the reflection of X into COMP. See [11]; it can also be shown
that <G,G,A> gives such an example, provided RUC*(G) # C*(G). For the inequality RUC*(G) # C*(G), cf. [13]. The reflection of <G,G,A> into COMPG
plays an important role in Topological.Dynamics; there it is called the

greatest (or maximal) G-ambit. See

[10] and the references given there.

I do not know whether the mapping k: X

+ Z

is a topological embedding

if Xis a Tychonoff space. L have some partial results, including the cases
that Xis locally compact Hausdorff or that <G,X,n> has the form
<G,(G/H)xY,o> with ot(sH,y): = (tsH,y), t, s E G, y E Y, where His a closed
subgroup of G. See [37].

4. THE CATEGORY TTG* AND GENERALIZATIONS
4.1. The objects of TTG* are the same as the objects of TTG, viz. the ttg's.
The categories differ from each other with respect to their morphisms. We
shall first giv~ a brief motivation for the definition of the morphisms in
TTG*. The idea stems from the following problem: Given a ttg <G,X,n>, does
there exist a ttg <H,Y,o> such that
(i) Y is a topological vector space
(ii) Each at, t EH, is an invertible continuous linear operator on y*);
(iii) X can be embedded in Y as an invariant subset in such a way that
i[GJ

=

{otlx

E t

e H};

If <G,X,n> is effective (i.e. nt # ns if t # s), then it follows from (iii)
that we obtain a homomorphism~: H + G such that for every t EH the following diagram connnutes
n

~(t)

x-----x

G

~

H

1 a•

Y-----~Y

~

*) Such a ttg <H,Y,o> will be called a linear ttg.

l5

Here f: X-+ Y is the embedding mapping of X into Y.
For more details about the above mentioned linearization problem we
refer to section 5. At this point we are only interested in the diagram
which expresses the relationship between 1/J and f. We shall use it in the
following definition:
4.2. The object class of

TTG is the class of all ttg's. A morphism in TTG
*
*

from <G,X,nr> to <H, Y,a> is a morphism (1/Jop ,f): (G,X)
ry

TOPGRP 0 P

x

TOP such that for every t

€

-+

(H, Y) in the catego-

H the diagram in 4.1 corrnnutes

(now f is not necessarily an embedding). Notation: <1/Jop ,f>: <G,X,rr>
<H,Y,o>. The composition of the morphisms in
wise.
4.3. The obvious forgetful functor from
noted by

TTG

*

-+

TTG is defined coordinate*
TOPGRP 0 P

to

x

TOP will be de-

Kj,· It can be shawn that this functor preserves all colimits.

Using this, it is fairly easy to construct an example which shows that the

cateaor•u::J TTG * is not complete (the example 1.s related to the one in 2.13).
It can also be shown that K preserves all monomorphisms. In particular
*
V

•

it follows that

TTG is well-powered. We shall see in 4.7 below that TTG
*
*

has a coseparator. According to Theorem 23. 14 .in [ 24], a complete, wellpowered category having a coseparator is cocomplete. It follows, that

TTG

is not conrplete.

*

4.4. We want to say something more about the existence of coseparators in

TTG

*

, also because such objects are related to the general embedding prob-

lem, mentioned in 4.1. The notation will be similar to the notation in section 3, except for some obvious modifications. Thus, A and Bare subcate-

TOPGRP and TOP, respectively, and X : = K +[A 0 P x BJ. Moreover,
*
*
for any object (G,X) in TOPGRP 0 P x TOP, the evaluation mapping f 1--+ f(e):
gories of

Cc(G,X)

+

X will be denoted by

G
ox.

4.5. LEMMA. For every object (G,X) in TOPGRP 0 P

x

TOP with Ga locally com-

pact Ha:usd01°ff gy,oup, the pair (<G,~c(G 1 X) 1 p> , (l~P,o~)) is a co-universal
arrow for (G,X) with r-espect to the functor K •

*
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PROOF. Consider the following diagram:
(1 op 0x)

<G,C (G,X),1:5'>
.t-

C

.

<v,

op

(G,C C (G,X))

G · ' G I). (G,X)

'I'
I

(v, 0 P ,f o.Q_(-) ov,) I

, f O_Q ( - ) ov,>

I

I
I

I

I

<H,Y,o>
Here for every y

€

(H,Y)

Y, £{y): = o : H + Y, so that fo~{-)ov,: y I-+ foo ov,:
y

y

G + X. Observe, that local compact11ess of G is needed to ensure that

~
p: G

x

C (G,X)
C

+

C (G,X) is continuous.
C

D

4.6. COROLLARY. If A has a generator G which is ZocaZZy compact Hausdorff
and.if B has a coseparator X such that CC (G,X) is an object in B, then
<G,Cc(G,X),p> is a coseparator in X*.
PROOF. Apply the dual of Prop. 31.11 of [24].

0

4.7. EXAMPLES.
(i) Let Ebe the indiscrete 2-point space. Then the ttg <Z,-/',p> is a
coseparator in TTG*.
(ii) <Z,[0,1f ,p> is a coseparator for the full subcategories of TTG ,

*

determined by all ttg's with a Tychonoff, resp. with a compact T2 ,
phase space.
(iii) If G is a fixed locally compact Hausdorff group, then <G,C (G,[O,1],p>
G
C
is a coseparator for the full subcategory of TOP defined by all
.
G
Tychonoff G-spaces (not for COMP , unless G is discrete).
4.8. In the remainder of this section, A shall denote the full subcategory
of TOPGRP, defined by all ZocaZZy compact Hausdorff groups, and X*: =

K+[A 0 P x TOP] (so we take B: = TOP). In this case, it follows irrllll.ediately
*
from 4.5, that the functor K: X + A0 P x TOP has a right adJ"oint. This
* * .
follows also from our next theorem:
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4.9. THEOREM. The functor K*: X*

A0 P

+

TOP is comonadic. Consequently,

x

X* is a finitely cocorrrplete (for so is A P
0

x

TOP), and all existing co-

limits and all epimorphisms are preserved and reflected by K*.
PROOF. Details will be published elsewhere. We only mention that in the
proof essential use is made of the canonical homeomorphisms

CC (GxG,X)

~

CC (G,C C (G,X)),

CC (GxX,X)

c:>!

CC (X,C C (G,X)),

,

G any locally compact Hausdorff space and X an arbitrary topological space. 0
4.10. If G is a fixed locally compact Hausdorff topological group, then

the category TOPG can be considered as a subcategory of TTG • Similar to

*

4.9, one shows that TOPG may be considered as a category of coalgebras over
a comonad in TOP. On the other hand, similar to 2.3, TOPG may be considered
as a category of algebras over a monad in TOP. The monad and the comonad

considered here are nicely related: it can be shown that they are adjoint
to each other according to the definition given in LIS]. Although this
seems to be known, I could find no references to this fact in the literature.
4.11. One might conclude from the above remarks that ttg's with locally

compact phase groups are the nice objects which deserve further study. Although this conclusion is true as far as it concerns the applications, from
a categorical point of view there 1s a much nicer class of objects. Indeed,
the homeomorphisms used in the proof of 4.9 are an indication of the fact
that we should work in the cartesian closed category

KR O:f all k-spaces.

The proper objects are the systems [G,X,n] where G is a k-group (i.e. a
group G with a k-topology making the mapping (s,t)½st
tinuous), Xis a k-space and n: G

®

-1

: G

®

G • G con-

G • Xis a continuous mapping satisfy-

ing the usual equations (here® denotes the product in the category

KR:

the k-refinement of the cartesian product). With the class of these k-ttg's
as object class, one can form the categories k-TTG and k-TTG

(morphisms

*
similar to TTG and TTG, respectively). The study of these categories is
initiated in [39].

*
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5. LINEARIZATION OF ACTIONS

5.1. The general problem which we described in 4.1 has a trivial solution
if we work in the category TTG*. Indeed, lemma 5.2 below shows that the
only condition which must be imposed on a ttg <G,X,rr> in order that the
action can be linearized, is that X can be embedded in a topological vector
space. If we restrict ourselves to Hausdorff topological vector spaces, this
means exactly that Xis a Tychonoff space. In the following lermna, Gd is
the group G with the discret~ topology, and t: Gd+ G is the identity mapping.

5.2. LEMMA. If <G,X,rr> is a ttg with X a Tychonoff space then there exists
a morphism <1°P,f>: <G,X,rr> + <Gd,V,cr> in TTG* such that Vis a topoZogicaZ
vector space, o is a linear action, and

f: X

PROOF. There exists a topological embedding
number K. Moreover, the mapping!= x

1-+

+Vis a topoZorical embedding.

g:

X + RK for some cardinal

rr : X + C (G,X) is a topological
X

C

·

embedding. Hence f: = C (G,g)orr is a topological embedding of X into the
C

-

topological vector space C (G,RK ) =: V. Plainly, <Gd,C/G,Rl,p> is a ttg,
C
and <t 0 P,f> is a morphism in TTG •

*

D

5.3. In order to make the problem more interesting, the following extra
conditions will be imposed. First, a G-space <G,X,rr> should be linearized
in a G-space rather than in a Gd-space. Second, if Xis a metric space,
then <G,X,rr> should be linearized in a HiZbert G-space. And finally, a large
class of G-spaces should be linearized simultaneously in one and the same
linear G-space.
The proof of the following theorem is a modification of the proof of
lemma 5.2 above. Observe, that the apparent relationship with lemma 4.5
has a categorical background (cf. [24], Prop. 19.6).
5.4. THEOREM. Let G be a ZocaZZy compact Hausdorff group and Zet

be a
cardinaZ number. Then every G-space <G,X,rr> with X a Tychonoff space of
weight ~ K can equivariantZy be embedded in the Zinear G-space <G,C (G,R)K
K

C
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Using similar ideas, in combination with results from [5] and [32], the
following theorem can be proved. Here H(K) is the Hilbert sum of K copies
of the Hilbert space L2 (G), and the action cr(K) induces on each copy of
L 2 (G) a "weighted" right translation. For a proof, see [36].

5.5. THEORfilf. Let G be a sigma-compact locally compact Hausdorff group and,

let K be a cardinal number. Then there exists a linear G-space <G,H(K),cr(K)>
in which every G-space <G,X,1r> with X a metric space of weight s K can be
equivariantZ.y embedded. •
5.6. Let G be as in 5.5. and assumz, for convenience, that G is infinite.
The weight of the Hilbert space H(K) equals

K.

W(G), where W(G) is the

weight of G (for compact groups this is well-known; the proof for the noncompact case can be found in [36]). If we take K = W(G), then H(K) is isomorphic to L 2 (G). So there is an action cr of G on 1 2 (G) such that <G,L 2 (c),cr>
is a linear ttg in which every metric G-space <G,X,rr> with W(X) s W(G) can
be equivariantly embedded. No explicit description of cr can be given in
this case. However, there is an action~ of G on 1 2 (GxG) which can easily
be described explicitly, such that <G,L 2 (GxG),,> is a linear ttg in which
every metric G-space <G,X,n> can equivariantly be embedded, provided
W(X) s L(G), the Lindel6f degree of G). The proof is highly non-categorical;
see [38].

5.7. One of the most notable early results on linearizations of actions
is BEBUTOV's theorem. See [26] and also [23]. These results have applications in the theory of differe~tial equations. Also related to differential equations are the results in [12]. In these three papers, only actions
.
d. A
.
o fJR are 1·
-inearize
ctions
of Lie groups are considered, among others,

in [33]. See also [34] and the references given there. Linearizations
in Hilbert spaces of actions of more general locally compact groups appear
in [3] and [5], where earlier work of COPELAND and DE GROOT ([14],[20])
was generalized. Hore information about the history of these results can
be found in [3] and in [6].
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